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This invention relates -to pickup head con 
structions useful in phonographs and other sound 
reproducing apparatus. 
One general object of the invention is to greatly 

simplify the construction of a pickup head over 
constructions now in common use. 
Another general object is to reduce the total 

weight of the pickup head, and also reduce the 
mass of the vibrating parts. 
A specific object of the invention is to eliminate O 

the usual pivot or trunnion bearings for support. 
ing the vibrating stylus. In prior constructions 
it is common to mount the vibrating stylus for 
vibration about a substantially horizontal axis 
located in a vertical plane which is tangent to 
the groove being engaged by the needle, the stylus 
being arranged in a generally vertical position 
with its axis in line with the axis of the needle. 
Such arrangements involve the use of pivot bear 
ings for supporting the trunnions which extend 
to the front and rear of the stylus. Such bear 
ings are a source of many difficulties for which 
various solutions have been offered with varying 
degrees of success. One common arrangement 
involves the use of rubber bearings for the trun 
inions for the purpose of eliminating disturbing 
noises caused by the bearings. The main objec 
tion to such bearings is that the rubber deterio 
rates with age and becomes hard and inflexible, 
Cracks develop in the rubber and the bearings 
become noisy. Another serious objection to any 
rubber-pivoted armature suspension is the fact 
that the armature has an up and down motion 
known technically as vertical response, and this is 
Very detrimental to this type of pickup, because 
it introduces distortion. This is the reason why 
special needles with the bent shank and the flat 
tened parts have been introduced to overcome 
this difficulty. 
Another specific object of the invention is to 

eliminate the usual needle socket and clamping 
screw carried by the stylus. 

in accordance with my invention, the needle 
of the pickup head is permanently secured to the 
free end of a thin blade-like or reed element 
or armature mounted in a vertical plane which 
is tangent to the groove being engaged by the 
needle, and the axis of the reed extends horizon 
tally and parallel with the surface of the record, 
the rear end being fixed or clamped in a suitable 
base support. At least a portion of the reed at 
the free end thereof is made thin and flexible so 
that the needle may vibrate laterally or at right 
angles to the plane of the reed while the axis of 
the needle remains substantially parallel to its 
normal position. A pickup coil may be carried 
on or surround a fixed part of the reed or it may 
be carried on or surround the movable flexible 
part of the reed. The front end of the reed, 
including the needle, is arranged to vibrate be 
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tween the poles of a permanent magnet which 
is preferably mounted in a substantially vertical 
plane at right angles to the plane of the reed. 
Vibration of the reed laterally causes magnetic 
flux to be established in the reed in one direction 
or the other depending upon whether the reed is 
near one pole or the other of the magnet. 
My invention also involves the novel structure 

for damping the vibrating part of the reed to 
eliminate resonance effects. - 
My invention is illustrated in the accompany 

ing drawing in which: 
Figure 1 is a plan view of one form of my pick 

up head showing the cover removed. 
Figure 2 is an elevational view of Figure 1 show 

ing the casing of the pickup head in longitudinal 
section. 

Figure 3 is a sectional view of Figure 2 taken 
along the line 3-3 except that certain elements 
are shown in elevation. 

Figure 4 is a perspective view showing the en 
of the needle-supporting reed and illustrating the 
manner of movement of the needle. 
Figure 4a is a front view of Figure 4 showing 

the parallel movement of the needle. 
Figure 5 is a front view of the vibrating stylus 

of a prior construction. 
Figures 6 and 6a show a modified construction 

of the arrangement shown in Figures 1 to 3. 
Figures 7 to 10 illustrate a modified construc 

tion involving a hum-bucking coil. Figure 7 is a 
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longitudinal, Sectional view; Figure 8 is a face 
view of the upper half of Figure 7: Figure 9 is 
a face view of the lower half of Figure 7: Figures 
7F and '7G are sectional views of Figure 7 taken 
along the lines F-F and G-G, respectively; and 
Figure 10 is a perspective view of the lower half 
of Figure 7. 

Figure 11 is a typical response curve for my 
pickup unit. 

Referring to the drawing, indicates the end 
of a tone arm which supports the pickup head. 
The pickup head has a casing 2 formed of non 
magnetic material such as molded plastic. The 
rear part of the casing is provided with a shank 
portion 2a having a reduced section which extends 
into the open end of the tone arm i and is secured 
to the tone arm by a suitable screw 3. The cas 
ing also has a removable section or cover 2b which 
is Secured to the main section by suitable screws 
4a and 4b. 
At the front of the casing 2 a permanent 

magnet 5 is mounted in a vertical plane trans 
versely of the axis of the pickup head, the mag 
net being mounted in inverted position so that 
the gap between the poles of the magnet in 
cludes the median plane of the pickup head 
which is normally tangent to the groove of the 
record being engaged by the needle. The mag 
net 5 is mounted in a socket formed by vertical 
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walls 2c, 2c' arranged on opposite sides of the 
magnet and preferably formed integral with the 
base of the casing. 

In the rear of the casing 2 a block of brass 6 
or other suitable metal is secured in position 
within the casing by suitable fastening means 
represented by screw 7 and is provided with a 
forwardly extending portion at the lower part 
thereof which serves to support the rear end of 
a horizontal reed 8, the free end of which extends 
into the gap between the poles of the magnet 5 
as shown in Figure 2. The rear end of the reed 
enters a vertical slot formed in the forwardly 
extending lower portion of block 6 and is sol 
dered or otherwise secured to the block. On 
the forward end of the reed 8 is mounted a nee 
dile 9 which is preferably formed of magnetic 
material such as steel, although it may be formed 
of non-magnetic material. The needle is per 
manently secured to the end of the reed in any 
suitable manner; for example, the end of the 
shank of the needle is bent to assume a hori 
zontal position while in use, and the horizontal 
portion of the shank is slotted by a sawcut or 
otherwise to receive the thin end of the reed 8, 
and the two parts are soldered or otherwise Se 
cured together. The needle extends downwardly 
at an angle inclined to the surface of the record 
in the usual manner, passing through a hole 
formed in the bottom wall of the casing 2. A 
washer or gasket to preferably formed of a thin 
sheet of synthetic rubber is sealed within the 
needle opening and surrounds the needle to Seal 
the casing 2 against entrance of dust and mag 
netic particles which might impair the opera 
tion of the pickup head. It must be understood 
that this very thin rubber, which is only .001 to 
.002 thick, in no way acts as a dampening agent. 
Preferably, the needle 9 is flattened in the plane 
of the air gap so as to prevent undue interfer 
ence with the poles of the magnet and to permit 
the use of a narrow air-gap. 
The reed 8 may be formed of a solid piece of 

magnetic material such as silicon steel, or it may 
be formed of a laminated Structure as shown in 
Figure 4. In this arrangement, the reed is formed 
of three strips of magnetic material joined to 
gether in any suitable manner as by spot welding 
or soldering. The middle strip which is longer 
than the two side strips carries the needle 9, and, 
as shown in the drawing, this strip is much thin 
ner than the needle itself. I have found that a 
silicon steel strip having a thickness of 0.008 inch 
gives satisfactory results. The two outside strips 
8a, and 8b may be formed of the same or greater 
thickness. I have secured good results by form 
ing the outside pieces of a strip having a thick 
ness of 0.018 inch, all three Strips being is of an 
inch wide. With this construction, the three 
ply portion of the reed is substantially rigid, but 
the forward portion is flexible and the end of 
the reed is free to flex or vibrate about a vertical 
axis. The reed 8 may be formed of a solid piece 
of magnetic material where the flexible end part 
is formed by cutting down the end of the reed 
to a narrow section. Also, the entire reed may 
be formed of a single flexible strip of the same 
thickness throughout, as will appear hereinafter. 
The rear portion of the reed between the mag 

net S and the block is is wound with a sleeve of 
suitable insulating material on which is wound 
a pickup coil 12. The ends of the coil 2 are 
connected to suitable terminals 2a and 2b 
which are mounted within insulating sleeves 
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4. 
rear ends of these terminals are connected by 
suitable conductors with amplifying apparatus 
not shown. '. 
For the purpose of daiping out resonance ef 

fects in the vibrating portion of the reed, I pro 
vide damping material in contact with opposite 
sides of the thin part of the reed as shown at 3 
in Figure 1. The damping arrangement is de 
signed to use a minimum amount of damping 
‘material, because the less the mass of this na 
terial, the less mass the needle has to move. This 
damping material is inserted between the vibrat 
ing reed and a pair of fixed stops 4 mounted on 
the base of the casing 2, and these stops may 
be an integral part of the Vertical Walls 2c and 
2c' forming the socket for magnet 5, or they may 
be formed separately from these walls. The 
damping material 3 may be formed of Small 
blocks of suitable material inserted between the 
reed and the stops 4, but I prefer to form these 
damping elements by applying a small drop of 
liquid substance between each side of the thin 
part of the reed and the thick stops 4. When 

... the substance dries it forms a connecting bond 
between each side of the reed and each of the 
fixed stops 4, the connecting bonds having the 
property of damping out resonance effects. The 
material which I have found most suitable for 
this purpose is a commercial product of syn 
thetic resin in liquid form. 

In the operation of the arrangement illus 
trated in Figures 1 to 3, the needle is vibrated 
laterally by the groove in a lateral cut record, 
and the flexible end of the reed 8 is flexed by the 
needle as it moves from side to side. This action 
is shown in Figure 4 where the normal position 
of the needle 9 is shown in Solid lines and the de 
flected position is shown in dotted lines, but the 
amount of deflection has been greatly exagger 
ated. The deflection of the end of the reed is 
such that the needle remains parallel to its orig 
inai position, and this is more clearly illustrated 
in Figure 4a which is a view taken directly in 
front of the needle and shows the normal position 
of the needle in solid lines and the deflected po 
sition in dotted lines. It is understood that this 
parallel motion is only between narrow limits at 
the greatest amplitude. In the record itself it 
does not travel over .002 of an inch, but this 
parallel type of motion which I employ is not 
parallel beyond .008 of an inch from center. In 
Other Words, the parallel motion from One ex 
treme to the other is about .015 of an inch. 
From then on the reed starts to lie over more as 
greater motion is attempted. From Figure 4a 
it will be understood that the axis of the needle 
when deflected to either side of its normal posi 
tion remains substantially parallel with its orig 
inal position. This is in contrast with the angular 
shifting of the needle in prior arrangements 
where the stylus is mounted on trunnions to vi 
brate about a substantially horizontal axis paral 
lel with the record groove. The action of such 
an arrangement is illustrated in Figure 5 which 
is a front view of the stylus Spivoted at P and 
showing one extreme position of the needle in 
Solid lines and the opposite position of the needle 
in dotted lines. It is clear that the axis of the 
needle swings about the pivot point P and the 
point of the needle engages the groove of the 
record with a different angular relation for dif 
ferent position of the needle. The advantage of 
my type of Stylus and needle mounting is that it 
maintains a constant angular relation between 

passing through holes formed in block 6, and the 76 the needle and the surface of the record and 
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thereby eliminates the scratch and wear on the 
record due to the varying angular position of the 
needle with respect to the groove in the old ar 
rangement. Also, in my construction, the point 
of the needle travels parallel to the face of the 
record whereas in Figure 5 it travels in an arc 
with respect to the face of the record. 

in Figures i to 3, it will be understood that 
the section of the reed carrying the pickup coil 
G2 remains substantially stationary and only the 
thin front end of the reed is vibrated. By this 
construction the entire mass of the movable part 
can be reduced to as low as 0.1 gram, and the 
response curve for this type of pickup remains 
substantially flat up to frequencies in excess of 
10,000 cycles per second and approaching 15,000 
cycles per second. 

It will be understood that the end of the reed 
projecting into the air gap of the magnett, and 
the needle carried by the reed, are normally po 
sitioned substantially at the center of the air gap, 
and no substantial amount of magnetic fux is 
carried by the portion of the reed surrounded by 
the coil 2. As soon as the needle is noved from 
the center of the air gap towards one of the 
poles, magnetic flux will be established in that 
part of the reed which is surrounded by the coil 
2 in one direction depending upon which pole 

is being approached by the needle. If the needle 
moves in the opposite direction from its normal 
position, the magnetic flux established in coil 2 
will be in the opposite direction, and the continu 
ous vibration of the needle to opposite sides of its . 
normal position will cause an alternating voltage 
to be induced in coil 2 having a frequency or 
frequencies corresponding to the rates of vibra 
tion of the needle. Thus, reed 8 constitutes a 
magnetic armature for the pickup. 
where the entire length of the reed is formed 

of a thin flexible blade, and the coli is carried 
by the flexible part of the blade, the over-all 
length of the blade may be materially shortened 
and the pickup coli would be shortened corre 
spondingly, such an arrangement being show in 
Figure 6. This figure also shows how the needle 
9 may be mounted on the reed by simply slotting 
the straight shank of the needle at the end for 
receiving the end of the reed and soldering the 
two elements together. 
needle may be used and the vibrating maSS re 
duced accordingly. The damping material bonds 
or blocks are applied to opposite sides of the 
reed in the same manner as described above for 
Figures 1 and 2, and the point of application of 
these damping elements is indicated by the dotted 
circle 3' in Figure 6. Figure 6a is a front view 
of the reed of Figure 6 showing how the damp 
ing connections or bonds are applied between the 
reed and the stops 4. Preferably the coil f2 is 
carried by the magnetic reed and vibrates with it, 
although the coil could be wound on an insulat 
ing sleeve which surrounds the reed with enough 
clearance to permit vibration of the reed without 
moving the coil. 

In an actual model constructed according to 
Figure 6 the reed 8 was formed of a strip of 
silicon steel having a thickness of 0.008 inch, a 
width of is of an inch and the length of the flex 
ible portion extending out from the block 6 was 
only is of an inch. The coil 2 was formed 
of 75 turns of No. 44 enamel-covered wire and 
had an impedance of approximately 30 ohms at 
1000 cycles per second. The total weight of the 
vibrating mass was approximately 0.18 gram. 
The response curve for this model was substan 
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tially flat for all frequencies up to 12,000 cycles 
per second. 

it prefer to form the vibrating portion of the 
needle-supporting reed relatively short and thin 
so that the resonant frequency of the vibrating 
part of the stylus will be in the higher frequen 
cles of the audio range or above this range. If 
the natural frequency of the reed and the at 
tached needle is above the essential audio range, 
for example, if the natural frequency is 20,000 
cycles per second, then it will not be necessary 
to provide any damping of the reed since the fre 
quency response over the audio range will be 
Substantially constant. By properly selecting the 
resonant frequency of the reed and using the 
proper amount of damping, it is possible to ob 
tain almost any desired response characteristic. 
have found that a reed which has a natural 

period of vibration around 10,000 to 12,000 cycles 
per second gives good response at the higher audio 
frequencies and yet provides extremely low len 
ience or compliance, and requires very little 
damping to correct for distortion due to reso 
ance. A typical response curve for a pickup 

designed according to my invention is illustrated 
in Figure 11. 

the preferred position of the magnet 5 is in a 
vertical plane as shown in Figure 2, but the mag 
net could be arranged in a horizontal piane or 
in any intermediate plane. For example, in the 
case of the arrangement illustrated in Figure 6, 
the yoke of the magnet might extend around to 
the back of the block B. 
The novel construction of the pickup head as 

described above and illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3 
and 6 involves the following novel features and 
advantages: 

1. The axis of the needle remains parallel 
to its normal position during vibration and at 
right angles laterally to the surface of the record. 
This reduces the amount of needle scratch and 
the amount of wear on the record by the needle. 

2. The thin reed mounting of the needle pro 
vides extremely great compliance or lenience of 
the mounting and there is very little stiffness to 
be overcome in vibrating the needle. This allows 
low tracking pressures on the needle, as low as 2 
granS. w 

3. The needle-supporting reed is mounted with 
its longitudinal axis horizontal and parallel with 
the surface of the record and substantially at 
right angles to the axis of the needle. The flex 
ing of the reed causes the needle to move about 
a substantially vertical axis and the point of the 
needle travels parallel with the surface of the 
record. This is in contrast to prior arrangements 
where the stylus vibrates about a substantially 
horizontal axis and the point of the needle travels 
in an arc with respect to the surface of the record. 

4. The construction is simple in arrangement 
and may be easily manufactured. 

5. The mass of the entire system is extremely 
low, thereby eliminating unnecessary wear of the 
needle on the record, and vice versa. 

6. The mass of the vibrating parts is very low, 
resulting in a flat response characteristic over a 
wide frequency range. 

7. The arrangement of the needle-supporting 
reed in a vertical plane provides greater rugged 
ness in spite of the absence of mass, because the 
on-edge mounting of the reed provides greater 
stiffness against upward thrust of the needle but 
permits lateral vibration. This results in more 
faithful reproduction and avoids distortion due 
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to vertical movement of the needle which oc 
curs in prior art structures using rubber pivot 
bearings. 

8. The response characteristic may be easily 
controlled by providing different amounts of 
damping on the needle-supporting reed. 

9. The pickup head does not involve the use of 
materials which are adversely affected by ex 
treme conditions of temperature and humidity. 

10. By the use of short, thin reeds having a 
natural rate of vibration in the upper frequencies 
of the audio range, the response characteristic 
for the high audio frequencies is improved. 
In the arrangement of Figures 7 to 10 the cas 

ing is divided along a horizontal plane and is 
formed of a lower section 2' and an upper Sec 
tion 2''. Parts serving the same or similar func 
tions as corresponding parts in Figures 1 to 3 are 
indicated by like reference numerals. The per 
manent magnet 5 is mounted in a Suitable SOcket 
formed in the front end of the lower section 2', 
and the needle-supporting reed 8 carrying the 
pickup coil 2 is also mounted in the lower section 
but is supported in a different manner from Fig 
ures 1 and 2. The reed with the pickup coil wound 
thereon is supported within slots formed in "Wis 
coloid' blocks 5 positioned at each end and at 
the center of the coil f2. The coil is tightly wound 
around a Cellophane sleeve Wrapped around the 
reed, and the blocks 5 press firmly against the 
sides of the coil to hold the reed and coil assem 
bly in proper position. If there is any looseness 
between the coil and the block, or between the 
blocks and the casing, these elements may be 
cemented together by a suitable cement. Fig 
ure 7G is a sectional view of the reed and coil 
assembly taken through the center block. The 
“Wiscoloid' blocks 5 serve to damp out any res 
onance effect in the rear portion of the reed car 
rying the pickup coil. These blocks may be 
formed of other damping material than "Vis 
coloid.' 
The forward flexible end of the reed 8 is suit 

ably damped by a pair of blocks of damping ma 
terial 3 mounted on opposite sides of the reed 
and having contact therewith, see Figure 9. 
One end of pickup coil f2 is connected to a ter 

minal f2a mounted in the rear end of Section 2', 
and the other end of the coil is connected to a 
second terminal 2b. One of the leads I. for the 
pickup unit is connected to terminal f2a and 
the other lead is connected to a terminal 2c 
mounted in the same cavity with terminals f 2a. 
and 2b. These two leads are admitted to the 
terminal cavity through half-round slots formed 
in each section of the casing. 
In the upper section 2' of the pickup casing 

a hum-bucking coil 12' is arranged parallel with 
and immediately above the pickup coil 2. This 
coil has a magnetic core 8' built substantially like 
the needle-carrying reed 8, and the coil is wound 
on an insulating sleeve fl' carried by the core 8'. 
The hun-bucking coil is positioned within a longi 
tudinal slot formed in the face of the upper cas 
ing section 2' and is secured in position by suit 
able cementing material shown at 7. One end 
of coil 2' is connected with terminal 2b' posi 
tioned in a cavity in the rear end of the casing 
Section 2', and the other end of the coil is con 
nected to terminal 2c'. Terminals 2b' and 2c' 
are arranged to be in axial alignment with ter 
minals 2b and 2c, respectively, and a four of 
these terminals are formed with an axial bore. 
When the two halves of the casing are placed 
in matching relation, a conducting wire or pin 
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8 is inserted in the aligned bores of the two 
pairs of terminals for the purpose of connecting 
the upper and lower terminals together. This 
arrangement is clearly shown for terminals 2c 
and 2c' in Figure 7F. The two ends of the con 
necting wire 8 may be soldered to the respec 
tive terminals as shown at 8a and 8b in Figure 
7F. By the arrangement just described, the two 
coils 2 and 2' are connected in series between 
the leads L. of the pickup unit, and it is important 
that the ends of the two coils be connected to 
the proper terminals in order that the two coils 
are connected in opposing relation, that is, the 
two coils should be so connected that if they were 
energized by direct current, one coil would pro 
duce a north pole at the front end while the other 
coil would produce a South pole at the same end. 
With this arrangement, the coil 2' serves to can 
cel out or neutralize any disturbing voltage which 
might be induced in coil f2 by an external mag 
netic field acting on the coil or on reed 8. By 
arranging the coll 2' parallel with and close 
to the coil 2, any disturbance due to an external 
magnetic field may be substantially neutralized. 
Such disturbances might come from the field of 
the motor driving the turntable or from other 
sources. For the purpose of aiding in the assem 
bly of the two casing sections, and holding the 
two sections in proper matching relation, a pilot 
pin 9 is carried by the front end of the upper 
casing Section and is arranged to enter a socket 
formed in the face of the lower section. This pin, 
and the two connecting pins 8 positioned at the 
rear of the unit serve to hold the two casing 
Sections in proper position. The two sections are 
Securely clamped together by suitable screws 
threaded into threaded holes 20. formed in the 
lower casing Section, the heads of the screws being 
Seated in countersunkholes 2 formed in the up 
per casing Section, 

It will be obvious that the pickup constructions 
described herein may be adapted for use as a 
recording head by substituting a recording stylus 
for the pickup needle and by supplying electric 
Signals to the coil surrounding the armature. Ac 
cordingly, the appended claims are to be inter 
preted broadly as covering devices for either re 
cording or reproducing electric signals. 
I claim: . 
1. An electric translating device comprising, in 

combination, a magnet having a narrow air-gap 
arranged in a vertical plane, a thin, flexible, rela 
tively broad magnetic reed mounted on-edge in 
the median plane of said air-gap with its axis in 
a Substantially horizontal position, means for 
rigidly supporting one end of said reed with the 
other end thereof being free and positioned with 
in said air-gap, said supporting means serving to 
prevent upward flexure of said free end but per 
mitting lateral flexure thereof, a stylus secured 
to and supported entirely by the free end of said 
reed with its axis located substantially in the 
plane of said reed and extending substantially at 
right angles to the axis of said reed, and an 
electric coil Surrounding a portion of said reed. 

2. An electric translating device according to 
claim 1 wherein said magnet is mounted in a sub 
stantially vertical plane transversely of the plane 
of Said reed. 

3. An electric translating device according to 
claim 1 wherein said stylus is formed of magnetic 
needle and the shank thereof is positioned within 
the air-gap of said magnet. 

4. An electric translating device according to 
claim 1 wherein said coil surrounds a fixed por 
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tion of said reed adjacent said supporting means. 
5. An electric translating device according to 

claim 1 wherein said coil is wound upon and 
carried by a flexing portion of said reed. 

6. A stylus mounting for an electric translating 
device comprising, in combination, a thin, flex 
ible, relatively broad magnetic reed mounted 
with its broad face in a vertical plane and its axis 
in a substantially horizontal position, means for 
Figidly supporting one end of said reed with its 
broad face in a vertical plane to thereby prevent 
upward flexure of the free end thereof while 
allowing lateral flexure of the unsupported end, 
and a stylus supported entirely by said reed near 
the free end thereof and with its axis located 
substantially in the plane of said reed and ar 
ranged substantially at right angles to the axis 
of said reed. 

. A mounting according to claim 6 wherein 
said stylus is formed of a magnetic needle having 
the shank thereof slotted for receiving the free ent of said reed, said needle being permanently 
bonded to said reed. 
8. A stylus mounting according to claim 6 and 

including a pair of fixed abutments mounted on 
opposite sides of a flexing portion of said reed 
and in spaced relation thereto, and a bonding 
dorinection between each of said fixed abutments 
ani said reed, each connection comprising the 
dried residue of an adhesive resin applied in liquid 
form between said reed and each abutment. 

9. A stylus mounting for an electric translating 
device comprising, in combination, a thin, flexible 
magnetic reed, means for rigidly supporting one 
end of said reed on edge to permit flexure of the 
free end thereof about an axis transversely of 
the length of the reed, and a stylus Supported en 
tirely by said reed near the free end thereof with 
the axis of the stylus lying substantially in the 
plane of Said reed and arranged substantially 
parallel with the axis of flexure of said reed, said 
reed and stylus assembly having a natural period 
of vibration in the upper audio frequency range. 

i0. An electric translating device according to 
claim wherein said coil surrounds a portion of 
said reed spaced from said magnet, and includ 
ing a pair of fixed blocks of damping material 
engaging opposite sides of said reed at a point be 
tween said magnet and said coil. 

ill. An electric translating device according to 
clair wherein said stylus is formed of a mag 
netic needle having the shank thereof slotted 
for receiving the free end of said reed, at least 
a portion of said slotted shank being positioned 
within the air-gap of said magnet, 

12. An electric translating device according to 
claim 1 wherein said stylus is formed of mag 
netic material and has a horizontally arranged 
shank portion positioned within the air-gap of 
said magnet and a tip portion extending down 
Wardly out of said air-gap. 
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portion, said shank portion and a part of said 
tip portion being slotted to receive the free end 
of said reed, and the two halves of said slotted 
portions being permanently bonded to opposite 
sides of said reed with the straight shank portion 
arranged horizontally and coaxially with said 
reed, 

15. An electric translating device comprising, 
in combination, a magnetic structure including 
a pair of spaced pole pieces providing an air-gap 
in a vertical plane, an arnature comprising an 
€longated magnetic reed formed of relatively 
thin strip material, mounting means for sup 
porting said reed with its axis in a horizontal 
position and arranged substantially in the plane 
of Said air-gap, said mounting means compris 
ing a fixed support spaced from said pole pieces 
for rigidly supporting one end of said reed with 
the other end thereof being free and positione 
adjacent said pole pieces to vary the flux dis 
tribution between said pole pieces and said res? 
when the free end of the reed movs transversely 
of the plane of said air-gap, the supported end 
of said reed having its broad face arranged in a 
vertical plane to provide relatively free latera 
flexure of the reed while resisting upward flexure 
thereof, and a stylus supported entirely by said 
reed near the free end thereof, with its axis po 

36 
sitiond substantially vertically, and a station 
ary pickup coil surrounding a part of said mag 
netic structure in which the flux is varied by 
transverse movement of the free end of said ar 
nature. 
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13. A mounting according to claim 6 wherein 
said stylus is formed of magnetic material and 
has a straight shank portion arranged coaxially 
with said reed and a tip portion extending down 
wardly from said shankportion to a point beyond 
the lower edge of said reed. 

14. A mounting according to claim 6 wherein 
Said stylus comprises a magnetic needle having 
a straight shankportion and a tip portion extend 
ing substantially at right angles to the shank 
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16. A stylus mounting for an electric trans 
lating device comprising, in combination, an 
elongated, relatively thin, flexible magnetic reed 
arranged with its principal axis extending hori 
Zontally, means for rigidly supporting one end 
of Said reed with the broad face thereof in a 
vertical plane to provide a greater degree of 
flexure of the reed horizontally than vertically, 
and a stylus supported entirely by said reed near 
the free end thereof and arranged with its axis 
substantially in a vertical direction. 

17. A stylus mounting for an electric translat 
ing device comprising, in combination, an elon 
gated reed-like member arranged with its prin 
cipal axis extending horizontally, means for 
rigidly supporting one of said member, the sup 
ported end of said member being relatively thin 
horizontally and wide vertically to provide a 
greater degree of flexure of said member about 
said supporting means horizontally than verti 
cally, and a stylus supported entirely by said 
member near the free end thereof and having its 
axis arranged in substantially a vertical direction. 
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